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Prp43/DHX15 exemplify RNA helicase multifunctionality in the gene expression network
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ABSTRACT
Dynamic regulation of RNA folding and structure is critical for the biogenesis and function of RNAs and ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complexes. Through their nucleotide triphosphate-dependent remodelling functions, RNA helicases are key modulators of RNA/RNP structure. While some RNA helicases are dedicated to a specific target RNA, others are multifunctional and engage numerous substrate RNAs in different aspects of RNA metabolism. The discovery of such multitasking RNA helicases raises the intriguing question of how these enzymes can act on diverse RNAs but also maintain specificity for their particular targets within the RNA-dense cellular environment. Furthermore, the identification of RNA helicases that sit at the nexus between different aspects of RNA metabolism raises the possibility that they mediate cross-regulation of their particular targets within the RNA-dense cellular environment. Moreover, multifunctional DEAH/RHA-box RNA helicases are examples of this class of enzymes.

INTRODUCTION
Gene expression is a fundamental cellular process involving diverse coding and noncoding RNAs. Messenger RNAs (mRNAs) are transcribed and processed copies of genes that are decoded on ribosomes for synthesis of the cellular proteome. In contrast, noncoding RNAs fulfill regulatory functions by base pairing with target RNAs or serving as structural scaffolds and/or catalytic components within ribonucleoprotein (RNP) machineries, such as ribosomes or spliceosomes. RNA has remarkable capabilities to form complex secondary, tertiary and quaternary structures (1), and attaining correct structure is critical for its stability, assembly into RNPs and function. However, accurate RNA folding represents a major challenge due to the high potential for misfolding (2). Important strategies for ensuring production of functional RNAs/RNPs are co-transcriptional folding/RNP assembly, chaperoning by RNAs and protein, and resolving aberrantly folded RNAs allowing them to re-fold correctly [see e.g. (3–12)]. Beyond this, RNAs and RNPs involved in gene expression are very dynamic; some RNAs undergo significant structural transitions during their biogenesis or function, and RNP complexes, such as the spliceosome, require disassembly after fulfilling their functions (13). RNA helicases have emerged as important chaperones of RNA folding and major regulators of RNA/RNP remodelling events (5,14–16).

RNA helicases are a large family of proteins that employ their nucleotide triphosphate (NTP)-dependent activities to remodel RNA structures and RNP complexes in many different cellular processes (5,14–16). More than 70 RNA helicases have been identified so far in human cells, most of which are DExD- or DEAH/RHA-box proteins (17). While initially characterized as RNA duplex
unwinders, the repertoire of functions attributed to RNA helicase family members also extends to include roles in annealing RNA strands, nucleating RNP assembly by RNA clamping and displacing RNA-binding proteins from their substrates (14,18–21). Over the years, structural studies and biochemical approaches employed on individual RNA helicases have provided significant insights into the different modes of action used by these enzymes to fulfill their cellular functions [see e.g. (22–26)].

Complementary functional studies have identified RNA helicases acting in many different aspects of gene expression [reviewed in (5,16)].

MULTIFUNCTIONAL RNA HELICASES: DEFINING CHARACTERISTICS AND CONCEPTS

Intriguingly, although many RNA helicases appear to be dedicated to a specific substrate RNA, others have been revealed as multifunctional. The term ‘multifunctional’ can describe RNA helicases that have alternative molecular functions, for example RNA helicases that function as unwindases and RNA clamps in different contexts. Alternatively, ‘multifunctional’ can refer to RNA helicases that have only one mode of action but engage a range of different RNA substrates in the context of more than one cellular pathway. In addition, multifunctionality may also encompass both catalytic and noncatalytic functions. The discovery of such multitasking RNA helicases raises key questions. On the mechanistic level, it becomes necessary to understand how enzymes can act on diverse RNAs but also specifically recognize their target RNAs within the complex cellular milieu. Also, the question arises how the functions of RNA helicases with multiple modes of action, e.g. unwinding and ATPase-independent RNA binding, are coordinated and regulated. On the cellular level, the identification of RNA helicases that act in more than one aspect of RNA metabolism raises the possibility that they serve as hubs mediating cross-regulation of different cellular processes.

Prominent and well-characterized examples of RNA helicases acting in multiple cellular pathways are the DEAH/RHA-box proteins Saccharomyces cerevisiae (yeast) Prp43 and its human homologue DHX15. Due to their central roles in key cellular processes, these enzymes have served as prototypes for mechanistic studies of this class of enzyme (24,27–31). Through their functions in pre-mRNA splicing, ribosome biogenesis and regulating cap-proximal mRNA methylation as well as a potentially ATPase-independent role in host defence against viral infection, Prp43/DHX15 represent key examples of multifunctional RNA helicases. They therefore serve as an ideal basis from which to conceptually understand the multifunctionality of RNA helicases and how they could link different cellular processes.

Prp43/DHX15 STRUCTURE AND MODE OF ACTION

Members of the DEAH/RHA-box family of RNA helicases, including yeast Prp43 and human DHX15, are characterized by the presence of tandem RecA-like domains connected via a flexible linker and a long C-terminal extension containing structured winged-helix (WH), helical-bundle (HB) and oligosaccharide-binding (OB) domains (Figure 1A) (27,30,31). The first insight into the architecture of DEAH/RHA-box RNA helicases was obtained with a crystal structure of yeast Prp43 (30) and subsequent crystallizations in different functional states revealed the structural basis of how this type of enzyme coordinates NTP hydrolysis with unwinding activity and substrate release (Figure 1B) (24,27,29,31–33). The two RecA-like domains containing conserved sequence motifs involved in RNA binding and NTP hydrolysis form a catalytic cleft, and the C-terminal domains make essential contacts with the RecA-like domains regulating their conformation and promoting formation of an RNA-binding channel (29).

In contrast to their DExD-box counterparts that act locally, it is proposed that DEAH/RHA-box helicases possess processive 3′-5′ unwinding activity (20,34). In an NTP-bound state, the base of the NTP is stacked between conserved arginine and phenylalanine residues (R-/F-motif) in the two RecA domains, maintaining the helicase in an open, autoinhibited state (24,32). In this conformation, an RNA binding groove is formed between a conserved loop (hook turn) in the RecA1 domain and a β-hairpin (hook loop) in RecA2, allowing binding to RNA substrates with 3′ single-stranded (ss) overhangs (Figure 1C). Four nucleotides of the RNA substrate can be accommodated within the groove, and upon RNA loading, the helicase switches to a ‘closed’ conformation, an essential event that activates the helicase by triggering NTP hydrolysis (Figure 1D) (27). Formation of the closed conformation disrupts interactions of the stacked NTP by extruding the γ-phosphate towards a nucleophilic attack by a proximal water molecule bound to a conserved glutamic acid residue. Release of the γ-phosphate triggers extensive rearrangement of the RecA-like domains resulting in translocation of the more flexible hook loop (RecA2) towards the 5′ end of the RNA enabling an additional nucleotide to be accommodated in the groove. Thus, repeated cycles of NTP hydrolysis and binding are directly coupled to translocation relative to the RNA substrate in one nucleotide step per NTP molecule hydrolysed (Figure 1D). Duplex unwinding can occur by a strand-displacement mechanism as the RNA channel only accommodates ssRNA.

Such a mode of action renders DEAH/RHA-box helicases ideal enzymes for disrupting long stretches of base pairing and displacing RNA-bound proteins. However, beyond this, when anchored within an RNP complex, the ‘translocation’ of Prp43 (and other DEAH/RHA helicases) relative to the substrate can induce tension in the RNA, thus destabilizing upstream base-paired elements (35,36). In this way, Prp43 can employ its unwinding activity as a winch, facilitating resolution of dense RNP structures at a distance (37).

MECHANISMS OF Prp43/DHX15 REGULATION

The structural studies on Prp43/DHX15 provide insights into how these enzymes interact with their RNA substrates. This is particularly important for understanding how such multifunctional enzymes can target a broad, but
Figure 1. Structure, mechanism and regulation of Prp43/DHX15. (A) Schematic view of the domains of Prp43. Domain abbreviations: N-term, N-terminal; RecA, RecA-like; WH, winged helix; HB, helical bundle; OB, oligosaccharide binding. (B) Crystal structure of yeast Prp43 [domains coloured as in panel (A)] with ADP (orange) and RNA (red; PDB: 5I8Q). (C) Magnified view of the hook-turn and hook-loop motifs of yeast Prp43 (PDB: 5I8Q). (D) Schematic model of DEAH/RHA RNA helicase translocation. (E) Crystal structure of human DHX15 [domains coloured as in panel (A)] with ADP (orange) and the G-patch domain of NKRF (red; PDB: 6SG6).

nevertheless, specific range of cellular RNAs. Interactions within the catalytic site are predominantly formed with the sugar–phosphate backbone of the RNA, rendering them inherently sequence independent. Nonspecific substrate recognition is in line with the robust catalytic activity of Prp43/DHX15 observed in vitro on generic RNA–RNA/RNA–DNA duplexes (24,29,31,32,38–41). The RNA channel of DEAH/RHA-box helicases accommodates only one RNA strand, highlighting the presence of a single-stranded binding platform as an important feature of Prp43/DHX15 helicase substrates. However, this feature is insufficient to endow the necessary substrate specificity within the RNA-dense environments in which the enzymes reside.

The strategy that ensures Prp43/DHX15 target specificity is the coupling of full catalytic activation of the helicase with recruitment to appropriate substrate RNAs by cofactor proteins that can both stimulate catalysis and mediate specific interactions with appropriate RNAs/RNPs (42). This task is accomplished by interactions of Prp43/DHX15 with a family of related cofactor proteins, the G-patch proteins, which share a common glycine-rich G-patch domain (43). The G-patch protein family, which in yeast contains four proteins serving as cofactors of Prp43 and in humans includes ~20 proteins several of which are known to interact with and/or regulate DHX15, has recently been reviewed in detail (42). A crystal structure of DHX15 in complex with a G-patch domain recently revealed that the G-patch domain tethers the two RecA-like domains together; the N-terminal brace helix of the G-patch domain binds the WH domain while the C-terminal brace loop loosely interacts with the more mobile RecA2 domain, thus stabilizing a conformation conducive for increased RNA binding and NTP hydrolysis (Figure 1E) (28).

The combination of a G-patch domain with other structured domains involved in mediating specific protein–protein and protein–RNA interactions that allow recruitment to particular target RNAs/RNPs enables helicase activation to be directly coupled to interactions with a diverse range of specific substrates. The overlapping, and therefore mutually exclusive, interactions between individual G-patch proteins and Prp43/DHX15, alongside the ability of these cofactors to recruit the helicase to
particular substrate RNAs, indicates that they play a role in coordinating the distribution of Prp43/DHX15 between its different cellular functions. This principle is exemplified by the finding that alterations in the levels of specific G-patch proteins in yeast determine the distribution of Prp43 between cellular compartments, affecting its roles in pre-mRNA splicing and ribosome assembly (44). Given that a number of human G-patch proteins have already been identified as DHX15 regulators, it is highly likely that the same *modus operandi* can be extrapolated to human cells. This mode of regulation implies a finely balanced network in which changes in individual G-patch protein levels could broadly regulate RNA metabolism by redirecting available Prp43/DHX15 to different target processes. The potential interconnectedness of different cellular processes involving Prp43/DHX15 therefore always requires consideration.

**Prp43 AS AN RNP DISASSEMBLY AND QUALITY CONTROL FACTOR DURING PRE-mRNA SPlicing**

Splicing of pre-mRNAs to remove introns is a critical aspect of eukaryotic gene expression. During its functional cycle, the spliceosome, composed of five small nuclear RNPs (snRNPs) and various associated proteins, undergoes extensive structural and compositional rearrangements involving exchange of proteins and remodelling of RNA–RNA interactions largely driven by RNA helicases (37,45).

**A conserved function of Prp43/DHX15 in intron lariat spliceosome disassembly**

Biochemical analyses and structural studies reveal that, after intron excision and formation of the mature mRNA, Prp43 mediates disassembly of post-splicing complexes (36,46–49). At this stage, the intron lariat is released allowing recycling of the U2, U5 and U6 snRNPs. In this context, the G-patch protein Spp382 (Ntr1) stimulates the catalytic activity of Prp43 to promote spliceosome disassembly (39,40,50–52) (Figures 2A and B and 3). In human intron lariat spliceosomes (ILSs), DHX15 is likewise activated by the Spp382 homologue TFIP11 upon completion of debranching to drive turnover of excised intron lariat complexes (53–55). Recent cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) structures of yeast and human ILSs indicate the distribution of Prp43/DHX15 between cellular compartments, affecting its roles in pre-mRNA splicing and ribosome assembly (44). Given that a number of human G-patch proteins have already been identified as DHX15 regulators, it is highly likely that the same *modus operandi* can be extrapolated to human cells. This mode of regulation implies a finely balanced network in which changes in individual G-patch protein levels could broadly regulate RNA metabolism by redirecting available Prp43/DHX15 to different target processes. The potential interconnectedness of different cellular processes involving Prp43/DHX15 therefore always requires consideration.

Quality control of aberrant spliceosomes by Prp43/DHX15

Due to the necessity of high-fidelity splicing to ensure transcriptome integrity, all steps in pre-mRNA splicing are subject to rigorous surveillance. A kinetic proofreading mechanism is described in which slow splicing reactions on suboptimal substrates are overtaken by RNA helicase action leading to active discarding of poor substrates from the spliceosome (59–61). Productive splicing is therefore only possible on optimal substrates upon which the catalytic steps of the splicing reactions take place efficiently. In this context, the role of Prp43 in driving post-catalytic spliceosome disassembly is directly coupled with an important function in quality control of aberrant spliceosomes (Figure 3) (62). Most of the RNA helicases involved in pre-mRNA splicing are recruited and released at specific stages of the splicing cycle where they fulfill their productive function as well as act as such internal quality control regulators. In contrast, Prp43/DHX15 have been identified in numerous spliceosomal complexes [see e.g. (63–65)] and Prp43 has been shown to also contribute to the discard of various aberrant intermediates (66). For example, Prp43 acts together with Prp16 to proofread 5′ splice site selection and reject inappropriate substrates (67). Similarly, exon ligation of suboptimal pre-mRNA substrates is slowed by Prp22 whereupon Prp43 serves as a general recycling factor to disassemble the complex (68). By performing essentially the same action at different time points in the splicing cycle, Prp43 can either induce discard of nonsliced suboptimal mRNAs or promote disassembly of intron lariat complexes following successful splicing.

Although the process of spliceosomal quality control has not yet been explored in detail in human cells, it is anticipated that the fundamental principle of RNA helicase-mediated discard of suboptimal substrates is evolutionarily conserved and that, via its conserved function in ‘winching’ the 3′ end of the U6 snRNA, DHX15 will play a central role in this process. In line with this, DHX15 has recently been implicated in quality control of U2 snRNP interactions with pre-mRNA introns (69).

**DHX15 in alternative splicing regulation and other splicing-related processes**

It is also emerging that DHX15 may function in the regulation of alternative splicing, a prominent process in human cells. For example, it is suggested that DHX15 may function together with two G-patch proteins RBM17 and CHERP to regulate splice site selection via interactions with the U2 snRNP and the 3′ splice site AG (70–72). Notably, beyond the context of spliceosomal disassembly and turnover, a potential role for DHX15 in contributing to a noncanonical U4/U6.U5 tri-snRNP (re-)assembly pathway in Cajal bodies has been suggested (Figure 3) (73). Although DHX15 was shown to be activated by the G-patch protein ZGPAT, also present in these complexes, mechanistic details on the potential role of DHX15 in this process are lacking. Interestingly, the G-patch protein TFIP11, also present in Cajal bodies, was recently shown to regulate U6 snRNA 2′-O-methylation leading to altered U4/U6.U5 tri-snRNP assembly, but this function was shown to be independent of its interaction and activation by DHX15 (74).

**FUNCTIONS OF YEAST Prp43 AND HUMAN DHX15 IN RIBOSOME ASSEMBLY**

The essential process of translating mRNAs into proteins is carried out by ribosomes, and assembly of these...
macromolecular complexes is therefore a key cellular process. Ribosomal DNA (rDNA) transcription and precursor ribosomal RNA (pre-rRNA) processing, modification and folding are coordinated with assembly of the plethora of ribosomal proteins leading to formation of the small (40S) and large (60S) ribosomal subunits (SSU and LSU, respectively) (75,76).

**Prp43 in snoRNA release from pre-LSU particles**

Within the context of the yeast ribosome assembly pathway, Prp43 is considered multifunctional as it is one of the few trans-acting assembly factors required for both SSU and LSU biogenesises (41,58,77–80). Interactome analyses revealed that Prp43 interacts with RNA polymerase I components, pre-ribosomal particles and small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs), and pre-rRNA processing is impaired in cells lacking Prp43 (81). Specific cross-linking sites on the pre-rRNA and certain snoRNAs were identified inspiring functional analyses that showed the requirement of Prp43 and the G-patch protein Pxr1 (also known as Gno1) for release of several snoRNAs from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58). The recovery of chimeric sequencing reads composed of both snoRNA and pre-rRNA sequences from early pre-LSU particles (Figure 3) (32,58).The efficient, likely processive activity of Prp43 renders it a suitable enzyme for displacing a cluster of snoRNAs base paired in a particular region of the nascent pre-rRNA, but mechanistic questions still remain. In the context of the spliceosome, Prp43 acts as a winch disrupting RNA structures at a distance, but the finding that Prp43 cross-links to snoRNA–pre-rRNA duplexes suggests that this mode of action may not be employed during ribosome assembly. It is tempting to speculate that in this case, instead of the RNA being pulled, Prp43 may physically translocate along the pre-rRNA from a single-stranded region displacing bound snoRNPBs in its path.

**An undefined role for Prp43 in SSU biogenesis**

Beyond promoting snoRNA release from pre-LSU particles, Prp43 has been proposed to function together with the G-patch protein Sqs1 (also known as Pfal1) to structurally remodel cytoplasmic, late pre-SSU particles to facilitate pre-rRNA cleavage at the 3′ end of the SSU rRNA (Figure 3) (41,79). This hypothesis is built on the cross-linking of Prp43 to the 3′ end of the SSU rRNA and the discovery of genetic interactions between Prp43,
Sqs1 and Ltv1, a late SSU biogenesis factor, as well as the exacerbated accumulation of the 20S pre-rRNA (the immediate precursor of the SSU rRNA) in cells lacking Prp43 as well as Ltv1 (58,79). However, numerous structural snapshots of late pre-SSU particles from yeast and human cells have recently been captured using affinity purification and cryo-EM [see e.g. (84–87)], but yeast and human cells have recently been captured using structural snapshots of late pre-SSU particles from lacking Prp43 as well as Ltv1 (58,79). However, numerous potential functions of DHX15 in human ribosome production remain much less clear. While homologues of several yeast RNA helicases carry out analogous functions in humans, e.g. yeast Dhr1 and human DHX37 are both involved in the release of specific snoRNAs from pre-LSU complexes and potentially plays an indirect role in facilitating cleavage at the 3′ end of the SSU rRNA. The catalytic activity of DHX15 and the G-patch protein NRKF are required for a metazoan-specific pre-rRNA cleavage event in the 5′ external transcribed spacer (5′ ETS). Upon viral infection, DHX15 interacts with NPL6 and MAVS in the cytoplasm/on the mitochondrial surface enabling it to fulfil ATPase independent functions as an RNA sensor and/or immune signalling to induce an immune response via the interferon/NF-κB/MAPK signalling pathways.

Figure 3. Overview of cellular pathways involving Prp43/DHX15. Cap proximal 2′-O-methylation (2′OMe) of pre-mRNAs with structured 5′ UTRs requires the concerted action of DHX15 and the G-patch protein/RNA methyltransferase CMTR1. Termination of pre-mRNA splicing is induced by Prp43/DHX15 pulling on the 3′ end of the U6 snRNA. For optimal substrates, this occurs upon successful completion of the splicing reactions, whereas on suboptimal/aberrant substrates where reaction kinetics are slow, Prp43/DHX15 action leads to discard. DHX15 and its G-patch protein cofactor ZGPAT are present in Cajal bodies and a role in regulating tri-snRNP assembly has been speculated. In the context of ribosome assembly, Prp43, together with the G-patch protein Pxr1, is involved in release of specific snoRNAs from pre-LSU complexes and potentially plays an indirect role in facilitating cleavage at the 3′ end of the SSU rRNA. The catalytic activity of DHX15 and the G-patch protein NRKF are required for a metazoan-specific pre-rRNA cleavage event in the 5′ external transcribed spacer (5′ ETS). Upon viral infection, DHX15 interacts with NPL6 and MAVS in the cytoplasm/on the mitochondrial surface enabling it to fulfil ATPase independent functions as an RNA sensor and/or immune signalling to induce an immune response via the interferon/NF-κB/MAPK signalling pathways.

Additional functions of DHX15 in human ribosome assembly

In contrast to the well-defined role of yeast Prp43 in promoting snoRNA release from pre-LSU complexes, potential functions of DHX15 in human ribosome production remain much less clear. While homologues of several yeast RNA helicases carry out analogous functions in humans, e.g. yeast Dhr1 and human DHX37 are both involved in the release of U3 snoRNA from pre-ribosomal particles (88–91), the functions of other ribosome assembly factors are known to vary between yeast and humans (76). It remains unexplored whether DHX15 mediates release of snoRNAs from human pre-LSU particles, and thus far, DHX15 has not been linked to late pre-SSU maturation (86,87,92). In contrast to depletion of yeast Prp43, efficient, RNAi-mediated depletion of human DHX15 does not strongly affect pre-rRNA processing. This could simply reflect functionality of residual protein, but intriguingly lack of DHX15, its catalytic activity or its regulatory G-patch protein NRKF leads to inefficient processing at a metazoan-specific cleavage site in the 5′ ETS of the nascent pre-rRNA transcript (Figure 3) (38). Exploring more fully the role of DHX15 in human ribosome assembly will be necessary to understand whether the functions of yeast Prp43 are conserved to humans or if Prp43 functions are outsourced to other helicases in human cells. Also, it will be interesting to discover if DHX15 has further additional metazoan-specific functions in ribosome production beyond facilitating early pre-rRNA cleavage.
A role for Prp43/DHX15 in pre-ribosome quality control?

The role of Prp43 in driving snoRNP release from pre-ribosomes draws parallels to the spliceosome disassembly function of the helicase in which snRNPs are displaced from the pre-mRNA substrate. It remains unknown, however, whether this analogy extends to a role of Prp43 in promoting disassembly of aberrant pre-ribosomal particles by prematurely exerting its disassembly function. The metazoan-specific pre-rRNA processing step for which DHX15 is required is linked to early pre-ribosome quality control (93), thus adding to the conjecture that DHX15 may act as a surveillance factor for human pre-ribosomes. Intriguingly, Sqs1, which associates with Prp43 in the context of ribosome biogenesis, contains not only a G-patch domain but also an arch-interacting motif (AIM) via which it contacts another helicase Mtr4 (see below) (94). As Mtr4 is responsible for resolving secondary structures to allow RNA degradation by the exosome, this raises the possibility that Prp43–Sqs1 couple disassembly of aberrant pre-ribosomes with their turnover. However, further research is required to determine whether Prp43/DHX15 function as general RNP disassembly machineries.

DHX15-MEDIATED REGULATION OF mRNA CAP-PROXIMAL 2’-O-METHYLATION

So far, yeast Prp43 has only been implicated in the different aspects of pre-mRNA splicing and ribosome biogenesis discussed above; however, the multifunctionality of human DHX15 extends beyond these processes. Recently, a role for DHX15 in facilitating cap-proximal 2’-O-methylation of mRNAs was described (Figure 3) (95,96). In this process, stimulation of the unwinding activity of DHX15 is directly coupled to methylation activity via interactions with CMTR1, which possesses both a G-patch domain and a methyltransferase domain. DHX15 is specifically implicated in structural remodelling of mRNAs with highly structured 5’ ends (95), and the typically shorter and less structured 5’UTRs of yeast mRNAs (97) may rationalize the lack of an analogous role for yeast Prp43. This finding implies that some pre-mRNAs likely encounter DHX15 in the context of both pre-mRNA splicing and capping, and as these processes have been suggested to take place concurrently, it is possible that different DHX15 molecules may simultaneously undertake different aspects of maturation on a single mRNA.

DHX15 IN INNATE IMMUNITY AGAINST VIRAL INFECTIONS

Some cellular RNA helicases are hijacked by viruses to promote viral replication, whereas others play important roles in the innate immune response to viral infection by acting as sensors of exogenous RNA (98). Viral infections are typically detected by membrane-bound receptors and cytoplasmic sensors [e.g. retinoic acid-inducible gene I (RIG-I) and melanoma differentiation-associated protein 5 (MDA5)] that relay signals to induce expression of interferons (IFNs), interferon-stimulated genes (ISGs) and inflammatory cytokines. Several studies implicate DHX15 in different aspects of the immune responses to viral infection (Figure 3). DHX15 is a component of the RIG-I and MDA5 interactomes, and depletion of DHX15 increases susceptibility to infection by the ssRNA Paramyxoviridae, Rhabdoviridae and Picornaviridae viruses (99). Furthermore, DHX15, which upon viral infection directly interacts with the mitochondrial antiviral signalling protein MAVS via its helicase core, acts in an ATP hydrolysis-independent manner downstream of MAVS to activate the NF-κB and MAPK pathways in response to poly(I:C) treatment and infection with the encephalomyocarditis and Sendai RNA viruses, thus functioning as an immune signalling adaptor (100). DHX15 has also been proposed to act as a viral RNA sensor in response to infection with enteric viruses, such as encephalomyocarditis virus and norovirus (101,102).

Here, DHX15 directly interacts with the nucleotide oligomerization domain-like receptor protein 6 (NLRP6), which has key roles in antibacterial and antiviral immunity through activation of an inflammasome complex (101,103–106). Both NLRP6 and DHX15 associate with ss viral RNAs, but greater RNA binding by DHX15 and strong reduction of NLRP6 RNA interactions in the absence of DHX15 suggest that DHX15 serves as the main RNA sensor (101). It has recently emerged that activation of the NLRP6 inflammasome is driven by liquid–liquid phase separation and that DHX15 forms condensates together with NLRP6 and RNA (103). NLRP6 enhances the interaction between DHX15 and MAVS, and the trimeric complex is required for activation of type I (IFN-α, IFN-β) and type III (IFN-λ3) ISGs and cytokine IL-18 production in intestinal epithelial cells (101,102,107).

As structural and biochemical evidence support binding of DHX15 to ssRNAs, a potential function as an ssRNA sensor is plausible. However, whether DHX15 binds ss viral RNAs in the same manner as endogenous substrates, how ATPase activity is impaired so that these RNAs remain bound for sufficient time to trigger a downstream immune response remains unclear. Intriguingly, DHX15 was also suggested to sense double-stranded (ds) viral RNAs in myeloid dendritic cells and weak binding to synthetic poly(I:C) has been observed in vitro (99,108). Rationalizing these results predicates the existence of an alternative RNA binding mode, and as DHX15 appears to play noncatalytic roles in the context of viral infection and interacts with a specific set of protein interaction partners, this is possible. Indeed, it has been suggested the ds RNA binding is mediated by the DHX15 C-terminal region. While a direct role of DHX15 in the cellular response to viral infection is supported by evidence of physical interactions between DHX15 and components of the innate immune response, e.g. NLRP6, it is important to note that some of the effects observed in cells lacking DHX15 could be indirect.

COMPARISON OF Prp43/DHX15 TO OTHER MULTIFUNCTIONAL RNA HELICASES

Although perhaps the most broad-spectrum and best characterized, DHX15 is not unique as a multitasking RNA helicase. For example, DHX9 has been implicated in diverse cellular processes, including genome maintenance, regulation of transcription, mRNA export, miRNA...
processing, circular RNA biogenesis, translation and innate immunity (109). Various roles for UPF1 in DNA/RNA metabolism, such as DNA repair, telomere maintenance, nonsense-mediated decay, histone mRNA turnover, Staufen-mediated mRNA decay and release of nascent transcripts from gene loci, have been described (110–113). Likewise, the DEAD-box RNA helicase eIF4A-III functions in ribosome assembly and translation as well as acts as an RNA clamp within exon junction complexes (19,114,115). The RNA exosome-associated Ski2-like helicase MTR4 is also multifunctional through its contributions to the processing and decay of a wide variety of RNA species. It is striking that, like Prp43/DHX15, UPF1, eIF4A-III and MTR4 associate with cofactor proteins. In the cases of eIF4A-III, these are proteins of the MIF4G domain family (CTIF, NOM1 and CWC22), which have overlapping binding sites and influence recruitment of the helicase to appropriate substrates as well as regulate its catalytic activity (15,114,116–118). Mtr4/MTR4 is likewise recruited to different target RNAs via proteins containing AIMS, such as the ribosome assembly factors Nop53, Utp18 and NVL, as well as the nuclear exosome targeting complex component ZCCHC8 and its negative regulator NRDE2 (94,119,120). These observations suggest that a shared feature of multifunctional RNA helicases, irrespective of their familial origin, is their recruitment to specific substrates by cofactor proteins possessing a common domain/motif via which they bind a specific region of the helicase.

WHY DO WE NEED BOTH DEDICATED AND MULTIFUNCTIONAL RNA HELICASES?

It is clear that helicases with particular molecular functions, e.g. local strand unwinders, RNA clammers and translocating helicases, are needed in different contexts, depending on the nature of the RNA/RNP rearrangement. However, the existence of dedicated and multifunctional RNA helicases raises the questions of why it is beneficial to have both and what determines whether an RNA/RNP remodelling event is accomplished by a dedicated or a multifunctional enzyme. At first glance, the answer to this question is not intuitive as apparently analogous functions to those performed by Prp43/DHX15 in pre-mRNA splicing and ribosome biogenesis are fulfilled by other, non-multifunctional RNA helicases. For example, like Prp43, the dedicated helicase Dhrl mediates snoRNA release from pre-ribosomes and similar to the role of Prp43 in recycling of the snRNPs from the intron lariat, Prp22, for which no additional functions are described, initiates spliceosome disassembly by destabilizing interactions between the U5 snRNP and mRNA. Most RNA helicases act within RNP complexes, so it is possible that whether only catalytic activity or also the formation of specific protein–protein interactions is required may influence whether a dedicated or multifunctional RNA helicase is utilized.

The increased multifunctionality of human DHX15 compared to yeast Prp43 could suggest that DHX15 and other multifunctional RNA helicases represent optimized, flexible machines conscripted to increasingly diverse cellular functions through the evolution of additional cofactor proteins. This is in line with the >4-fold increase in G-patch proteins between yeast and humans and could suggest that rather than re-inventing new helicases to meet the demands for additional RNA/RNP remodelling activities in more complex systems, it is preferable to repurpose the robust machineries already available through specialized adaptor proteins.

FUTURE PERSPECTIVE: MULTIFUNCTIONAL RNA HELICASES IN THE CROSS-REGULATION OF GENE EXPRESSION PROCESSES

Importantly, RNA helicase multifunctionality offers the opportunity for co-regulation of different gene expression processes. Co-regulation of key mRNA maturation events such as capping and splicing with highly energy consuming pathways like ribosome assembly would allow efficient and coordinated adaptation of gene expression in different conditions. Indeed, other examples of crosstalk between these processes exist, such as ribosomal proteins moonlighting as alternative splicing regulators (121). While the concept of cross-regulation of cellular processes by redistribution of Prp43 has been demonstrated by overexpression of individual G-patch cofactors, physiological relevance of this interconnected helicase–cofactor network has yet to be discovered. Changes in G-patch protein levels are observed upon exposure to cellular stress and in cancer [e.g. GPATCH2, PINX1 and RBM5 (122–124)], so it is possible that redistribution of the multifunctional helicase between different RNA substrates contributes to the adaptive response and/or cellular transformation, but this is yet to be proven.

Further work is required to understand how other multifunctional RNA helicases, such as DHX9, are regulated to enable parallels and differences with the mechanisms of DHX15 regulation to be uncovered. In addition, better understanding of the functional diversification of DHX15 will likely shed new light on why it is preferable to have specifically this helicase operating as a multifunctional enzyme.
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